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Spectrum of ACC

0
Full Cost to Student

Student pays full cost for textbooks 
and other course resources

01
Reduced Cost

Students opt to purchase used 
textbooks or rent text through 
vendor like Chegg.

02
Low/No Cost to Student, 
Cost to Institution

Using Library Resources such as 
journal articles. 

03
No Cost to Anyone

TedX, Internet Resources, 
Faculty Developed Resources

04
OER

Using Open Educational 
Resources like OER Commons, 
Merlot, for course content and 
resources.

Co-Creation

Students create content that 
is vetted by faculty and is 
shared.

05



Five Steps to adopting an open textbook for your course

STEP 1

List keywords based on 
course objectives or 

student learning 
outcomes. 

STEP 2

Search for open content 
using the keywords. 

STEP 3

Select or create 
appropriate open 

content. 

STEP 4

Organize and/or modify 
open content into an 

open textbook suitable 
for your use. 

STEP 5

Get necessary 
approvals and 

disseminate the open 
textbook to students. 

 



Leadership & Ethics

Resources such as Books and 
Articles



Biology

Drill down for 
specific topics



Making Affordable Course Content: The Process
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Identify the 
Challenge

Brainstorm 
Ideas

Select 
Prototyping 

Materials

Build a 
Prototype

Present 
your 

Prototype 
Design Idea



Making Affordable Course Content: The Process

➔ ➔ ➔ ➔

Identify the 
Challenge

Transforming teaching 
and learning by creating 

equitable access and 
sharing among educators 

and learners.

Brainstorm 
Ideas

Think of two things that 
interest you, then 

combine them.  How 
might you teach some 
about this new design 

idea?

Select 
Prototyping 

Materials

Prototyping materials 
include: mindmapping, 
PostIt™ notes, magic 

markers, storyboarding, 
etc.

Build a 
Prototype

Work together to build 
your prototype to make 
the content come to life. 

Give it a title and 
description.

Present 
your 

Prototype 
Design Idea

Share your new design 
idea with the group.



Quantitative Data

Default Report
ACC  Faculty Forum Survey
October 4th 2016, 8:02 am MDT

Q1 - Which of the following best describes 
your faculty status at ODU?



Q2 - How would you rate your engagement with 
affordable course content (ACC) BEFORE  this 
presentation?



Q3 - How would you rate your interest in using 
affordable course content AFTER  this  presentation?



Qualitative Survey Data

Q9 - If you are using affordable course content, 
please tell us how you are using  it.

If you are using affordable course content, please tell us how you are usin...

Own material

Old editions of text
Supplemental to textbook

Web-based reading / YouTube videos

I have been using ACC  for the past eight years as part of my Beginning French I & II course sequence. I find it of

high quality and engaging students at a very affordable cost, $50 vs $200 from publishers.
Most everything in BME is on Wikipedia somehow.



Qualitative Survey Data

Q7 - What obstacles are hindering you from 
incorporating affordable course content in  
your classes?

What is the biggest obstacle for you to use Affordable Course Content?

University / Online / Book sellers

Some guidance on how best to do this

At the 200-level science courses, my students prefer a text. I also prefer adaptive learning systems which are

generally text-paired. I try to keep costs <$100 but cannot always.
Required textbook set by committee

Unable to identify high-quality alternatives at this time
Emphasis on e-learning doesn't always dovetail with what's available via OER.
Not knowing what is allowed and what is not (copyright issues, use of video, images, etc)

I do not have time to develop/cobble together resources. There is virtually no real incentive to do this.

Nothing really.

I did not know that the things I use only class were classified ACC. I too use YouTube, TedTalks, etc.  There are no

obstacles they I know of except for lack of engineering type applications, such as solved example problems.



Q8 - What more would you like to learn about affordable 
course content?

What would you like to learn more about Affordable Course Content?

How to do it

How to access vs conventional
Is it OK to circumvent the bookstore? Some schools require a text for a course and students are strongly

encouraged to purchase there. At TCC, faculty were prohibited from telling students about alternate purchase  
options.
What is the role of the academic library in this initiative?

Why aren't we promoting the use of costly library resources more?
Do we expect adjuncts to take the efforts that Dylan has to incorporate ACC/DER? Lots of courses taught by  

adjuncts and that seems high expectation of them.

How to best distribute OER  material, especially printed ones.

The role of libraries in finding, identifying, and making ACC viable.

Empirical evidence showing that the self-created content is as valid and effective as a traditional text book.

(Obviously, OpenStax is not, currently, an issue.)
How to integrate knowledge (text) w/ grading systems.

Are there more engineering applications?  Am I missing these?



Faculty Development Opportunities

http://www.scholarsconnection.com/CHIPs/
http://www.scholarsconnection.com/CHIPs/



